
Mat Services 
work wonders 
with your 
workplace
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MATS  
matter more!

Keep it clean and 
save on costs
Mats ensure cleaner, more  
attractive facilities

Beautifully practical
Mats make your  
interiors look better

Less slips. Less trips.
Mats increase safety and 
comfort
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Full service, from 
door to floor 
Get clean mats  

delivered straight  
to your floor.
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Keep it clean
There’s no way to avoid tracking dirt and dust in from the outdoors. There is, however, a solution to keep it 
from spreading throughout the building. With our Mat Service, the right mats in the right places keep dirt 
and dust at bay, while ensuring your floors stay beautiful. What’s more, we’re happy to help you find the 
best possible mat solution and changing frequency. This means your building, and its floors, stay cleaner 
for longer. Add lower cleaning costs to that and you can see why mats matter. 

Save 
on cleaning 

costs!

When weighing options for premise cleaning, it is best to keep a few facts in mind:
Set up correctly, our Mat Services enable significant savings in cleaning costs and also increases  
the comfort and attractiveness of your premises in various ways.

On average, 80% of the dirt 
inside premises is carried in 
through the front doors.

On average, 70% of the 
cleaning costs of premises is 
spent on the floors.

Set up correctly, our Mat Services enable significant savings in cleaning costs and also increases  
the comfort and attractiveness of your premises in various ways.
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There’s more to mats than meets the eye. The 
right mats have a major impact on an environ-
ment’s ambience. They can add just the right 
touch to interior design, guide employees and 
visitors in the right direction, and strengthen your 
brand’s image – all while providing comfort and 
better acoustics. Simply put, marvellous mats 
are always a winning combination of fine func-
tionality and amazing aesthetics. 

Beautifully 
practical

Fewer trips and slips make an environment bet-
ter for everyone. Mats stop the dirt and moisture 
that cause these accidents, making your floors 
safer for the people who walk on them. Plus, er-
gonomic mats are a must for increasing comfort 
and well-being during standing work.

Less slips. 
Less trips.
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Why buy when 
you can rent?
Our rental mat service is an easy and affordable 
solution to keep your building clean, floors pro-
tected, and people comfortable. We take care of 
everything, from finding the right mats for your 
company to ensuring that they are cleaned on 
a regular basis. With us it’s surprisingly simple. 
Just marvel at your clean, stylish and comfortable 
premises, while we make the most of your mats.

ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS, 
DESIGN AND PURCHASE

STORAGE AND  
DISPOSAL OF PRODUCTS

LAUNDRY AND MAINTENANCE

DELIVERIES 
AND PICK-UPS
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From the entrance to the back door

Standard mats
help keep premises clean by keeping out sand, mud and loose 

dirt. Thanks to their rubber backing, the mats also stay in place, 
which increases safety.

Ergonomic mats
designed for placement behind service counters or similar  

stations with a lot of to-and-from movement.

Design mats
for communications, interior design and strengthening  

the company’s brand. Also same dirt stopping functions as  
with standard mats.

Entrance mats
stops the heavy grit and water that is carried in through  

the front doors. Its surface texture prevents slipping, which  
is an important safety factor.
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Lindström Group
We at Lindström take care of people at their work. Our 
easy and smoothly adaptable rental services enhance 
safety, hygiene and customer experience. We are a 
responsible corporate citizen and an engaging employer 
of over 3000 people in Europe and Asia. Our vision is to 
be a solid, half a billion euro company achieving excellent 
customer experiences with engaged employees.

Contact our sales at 
www.lindstromgroup.com

LINDSTRÖM OY
Hermannin rantatie 8 / PO 29
00581 Helsinki, Finland
t.  020 111 600
firstname.surname@lindstromgroup.com
www.lindstromgroup.com
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